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(Received 13 June 2005; published 18 October 2005)A search for the direct production of Higgs bosons in the di-tau decay mode is performed with 86:3
3:5 pb1 of data collected with the Collider Detector at Fermilab during the 1994–1995 data taking period
of the Tevatron. We search for events where one tau decays to an electron plus neutrinos and the other tau
decays hadronically. We perform a counting experiment and set limits on the cross section for super-
symmetric Higgs boson production where tan is large andmA is small. For a benchmark parameter space
point where mA0  100 GeV=c2 and tan  50, we limit the production cross section multiplied by the
branching ratio to be less than 77.9 pb at the 95% confidence level compared to the theoretically predicted
value of 11.0 pb. This is the first search for Higgs bosons decaying to tau pairs at a hadron collider.
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The Higgs mechanism in the minimal supersymmetric
standard model (MSSM) [1–3] provides a way to assign a
mass to each particle while preserving the gauge invariance
of the theory just as in the standard model (SM). The
CP-conserving MSSM contains two SU2 Higgs doublets
yielding five physical particles—fourCP-even scalars (h0,
H0, H and H) and one CP-odd scalar (A0) [4,5]. Here,
h0 is the lighter of the two neutral scalars. In the MSSM
there are two parameters at tree level that are convention-
ally selected to be tan andmA0 . The parameter tan is the
ratio of the vacuum expectation values of the two Higgs
doublets, and mA0 is the mass of the pseudoscalar Higgs
particle. When tan is large, the cross section for direct
production of Higgs bosons through gluon fusion becomes
enhanced, making that an appealing region for searches at
the Tevatron. The coupling strength of the A0 boson to
down-type fermions with mass mf is proportional to mf 
tan, hence couplings to tau leptons are enhanced. The
couplings of the h0 are similarly enhanced for many pos-
sible models.
No fundamental scalar particle has yet been observed in
any experiment. The four experiments at CERN LEP have
each performed a search for h0=A0 produced in the pro-
cess: ee!h0Z and ee!h0A0. The combined results
of four experiments have constrained the theory, excluding
mA0 < 91:9 GeV=c
2
,mh0<91:0GeV=c
2 and 0:5< tan<
2:4 at 95% confidence level [6]. Another search for h0=A0
produced in association with two bottom (b) quarks and
decaying to two b quarks was performed at CDF earlier
[7]. This previous search was sensitive to the high- tan
region, excluding tan> 50 for mA0  100 GeV=c2.
This paper presents the results of a search for super-
symmetric (SUSY) Higgs bosons directly produced in
proton-antiproton collisions at a center-of-mass energy of
1.8 TeV using the 86:3 3:5 pb1 of data recorded by the
Collider Detector at Fermilab (CDF) during the 1994–
1995 data taking period of the Tevatron (run 1b).
Although the branching ratio to b quarks would be largest,
that decay mode would be dominated by QCD background,
so we search for Higgs bosons that have decayed to two tau
() leptons. Events are selected inclusively by requiring an072004electron from ! ee and a hadronically decaying tau
(h) lepton. This semileptonic mode was chosen for this
search as a trade-off between the distinctive electron sig-
nature in a QCD environment and the high branching ratio
of hadronic tau decays.
This is the first time that a search for Higgs bosons has
been carried out in the di-tau decay mode using data from a
hadron collider. In run 1, CDF published other analysis
with taus in the final state [8,9]. We also demonstrate for
the first time from such data the feasibility of a technique to
reconstruct the full mass of a candidate di-tau system,
which is only possible when the tau candidates are not
back-to-back in the plane transverse to the beam.
The sample that passes the final selection cuts is domi-
nated by Z!  events. There is no evidence for a signal,
so we report a limit on a set of MSSM models in a region of
parameter space where tan is large because this is where
the best sensitivity is achieved. Since at the Tevatron most
directly produced Higgs bosons would be back-to-back,
the acceptance is small in the region where the mass re-
construction is a discriminating variable. Therefore, limits
are reported based on a counting experiment using events
from the full sample. Then, from a subset of the events
where the tau candidates are not back-to-back in the trans-
verse plane we extract a mass distribution and perform a
binned likelihood to demonstrate the capability of that
technique.
II. THE CDF DETECTOR
This section briefly describes the run 1 CDF detector
with an emphasis on the subdetectors important to this
analysis. The CDF detector is described in detail elsewhere
[10–13].
CDF used a cylindrical coordinate system with the z axis
along the proton beam direction. The polar angle () was
reported with respect to the z axis. Pseudorapidity () was
defined as  lntan=2	. Detector pseudorapidity (d)
was the same quantity with dependence on the vertex
position removed. The azimuthal angle () was measured
relative to the positive x direction.
The CDF electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters
were arranged in a projective tower geometry, as well as-3
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charged particle tracking chambers. The tracking chambers
were immersed in a 1.4 T magnetic field oriented along the
proton beam direction provided by a 3 m diameter, 5 m
long superconducting solenoid magnet coil.
In the central region covering jj< 1:1, the electromag-
netic (CEM) and hadron (CHA, WHA) calorimeters were
made of absorber sheets interspersed with a scintillator.
Plastic light guides brought the light up to two phototubes
per EM tower. The towers were constructed in 48 wedges,
each consisting of 10 towers in  by one tower in . The
measured energy resolution for the CEM and CHA were
E=E  13:7%= ET
p 
 2% and E=E50%= ET
p 

3%, respectively.
The central EM strip chambers (CES) were proportional
strip and wire chambers located six radiation lengths deep
in the CEM (radial distance r  184:15 cm), where the
lateral size of the electromagnetic shower was expected to
be maximal [14–18]. It measured the position of electro-
magnetic showers in the plane perpendicular to the radial
direction with a resolution of 2 mm in each dimension
[14,16]. In each half of the detector (east and west), and for
each 15 section in , the CES was subdivided into two
regions in z, with 128 cathode strips separated by  2 cm
measuring the shower positions along the z direction with a
gap within 6.2 cm of the z  0 plane. In each such region,
64 anode wires (ganged in pairs) with a 1.45 cm pitch
provided a measurement in .
A three-component tracking system measured charged
particle trajectories, consisting of the silicon vertex detec-
tor (SVX0), the time projection chamber (VTX) and the
central tracking chamber (CTC). The SVX0 [19] consisted
of four concentric silicon layers sitting at radii between
2.36 and 7.87 cm and providing r tracking informa-
tion only. The VTX was positioned just beyond the SVX0
in radius and measured the position of the collision point
along the beam for each event to a resolution of 2 mm.
Beyond the VTX (radially) was the CTC, a cylindrical
drift chamber 3.2 m long in the z direction, with its inner
(outer) radius at 0.3 (1.3) m. The sense wires were arranged
into 84 layers divided into 9 ‘‘superlayers.’’ Five of the
superlayers (axial) contained cells with 12 sense wires that
ran parallel to the beam and provided measurements in r
. The remaining four superlayers (stereo) sat between the
axial layers in radius, contained 6 sense wires per cell, and
were rotated in the r z projection by 2:5 with respect to
the beam to provide measurements in r z. The transverse
momentum resolution of the CTC was pT=pT &
0:002 GeV=c1  pT and when combined with the SVX0
tracking information when available, the resolution was
pT=pT & 0:001 GeV=c
1  pT .
FIG. 1. The expected mass distribution of Higgs bosons pro-
duced directly at the Tevatron for mA0  100 GeV=c2 and
tan  50. We compare the output of PYTHIA 6.203 [20] with
that obtained from the method described in this paper: folding in
a simple relativistic Breit-Wigner (BW) distribution with the
mass-dependent cross section calculation.III. MONTE CARLO SIMULATION
The PYTHIA 6.203 [20] event generator is used to simulate
signal events and backgrounds other than fakes. The
Monte Carlo (MC) samples that are generated with the072004standard PYTHIA package required modifications that are
discussed in this section.
A resummed calculation of the cross sections for direct
Higgs boson production at the Tevatron has been per-
formed using the program HIGLU [21], which allows a
user to estimate cross sections as a function of mass,
tan and other parameters. For a given Higgs boson
mass HIGLU gives the on-shell cross section only. A
SUSY Higgs boson produced at large tan has a significant
width and a tail at low values of the center-of-mass energy
of the parton collision that produced the Higgs boson

Q2
p
(see Fig. 1). Therefore, scaling the PYTHIA differential
distribution to the HIGLU one would underestimate the
cross section because the off-shell events would not be
accounted for.
To estimate the total cross section, we first retrieve the
on-shell cross section as a function of the mass in bins
1 GeV=c2 wide using the HIGLU program. Then, the mass-
dependent cross section is folded into a relativistic Breit-
Wigner shape, with the width proportional to Q2, from
Q2  40 GeV2 to Q2  200 GeV2. For mA0 
100 GeV=c2 at tan  50, the MSSM cross section for
A0  h0 production is 122 pb.
The rate of Higgs boson production in the region of low
Q2
p
is a source of significant uncertainty for the analysis,
particularly at high mass and high tan. The low tail seen
in Fig. 1 originates from a steeply falling cross section
folded in with an increase in parton luminosities at small
momentum transfer, folded in with a broad Higgs boson
width. When we use the method outlined above to obtain a
Q2 dependent cross section, the size of the tail is bounded-4
gg
A0
b
FIG. 3. Feynman diagram of the direct-production process. In
the high- tan region of parameter space, the gluon fusion
process occurs predominantly through a triangular bottom quark
loop.
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by those obtained when one generates events at the same
parameter space point with PYTHIA and ISAJET [22]. We
compare the result from the default PYTHIA output with that
where we use the method above to estimate the systematic
error from these low mass tails. AtmA0  100 GeV=c2 and
tan  50, this uncertainty is 2%. At higher mass and
higher tan, this systematic can become significant. At
mA0  140 GeV=c2, tan  80, the systematic is 30%.
It is important to properly model the boson pT for Higgs
boson and Z boson events because it impacts the relative
rates of back-to-back and non-back-to-back events, and the
di-tau mass resolution for the latter events. Figure 2 shows
the pT distribution of the A0 (mA0  100 GeV=c2) after the
sin> 0:3 cut is imposed, where  is the angle be-
tween the taus in the transverse plane. We see that this cut
is approximately equivalent to a cut of pT > 15 GeV=c
imposed on the parent Higgs bosons.
In the high- tan region of parameter space probed in
this analysis, the direct-production process occurs pre-
dominantly through gluon fusion via a triangular bottom
quark loop as in Fig. 3 (the direct production of SM Higgs
bosons proceeds predominantly through a t quark loop). In
the default PYTHIA, the effect of the lighter quark mass in
the fermion loop on the pT of Higgs bosons is not taken
into account. To correct for this, we use [23] which per-
forms a perturbative calculation for the differential cross
section d=dpT to order 	3s with a variable quark mass in
the triangular loop. The perturbative calculation is valid in
the region pHiggsT * 15 GeV=c. As has been pointed out,
this cut is nearly equivalent to the requirement sin>
0:3. We force agreement between the Higgs boson pT
distributions in the region pHiggsT > 15 GeV=c and the
result of the program with a 5 GeV=c2 b quark in the
fermion loop so that the resulting MC sample will have
the proper efficiency for the sin cut. To do this, we use apT (GeV/c)
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FIG. 2. The pT of directly produced Higgs bosons with mass
mA  100 GeV after a sin> 0:3 cut has been imposed.
072004reweighting method known as the acceptance rejection MC
method [24].
The pT distributions for the Z bosons from Z=
 ! ee
events have been measured by CDF in the region 66<
Mee < 116 GeV=c2 [25]. Z bosons from PYTHIA tend to
have a lower average pT than the measured value.
Therefore, we reweight both the Z=
 !  and Z=
 !
ee samples to force agreement between the MC events and
the measured spectrum. Only events that lie in the mea-
sured region are subject to rejection. This correction makes
a significant difference in the relative rates of back-to-back
and non-back-to-back events. Before the correction, 20%
of the Z events from PYTHIA are in the non-back-to-back
region (here, defined by pZT > 15 GeV=c). After the cor-
rection, 26% of the events are in the non-back-to-back
region.
CDF measured the cross section for Z=
 ! ee in the
same mass window as the pT distributions above, and
reports this cross section to be 248 11 pb [25].
Assuming universality, we scale the generated Z! 
sample to this cross section in the measured range.
Polarization effects, which impact the tau lepton kine-
matics, are properly taken into account with TAUOLA [26].
Simulated Higgs boson events tend to produce one tau with
hard (high-pT) visible decay products and one with soft
visible decay products. Taus produced from Z bosons are
either both hard or both soft.
IV. EVENT SELECTION AND EFFICIENCIES
The search is performed in a data sample of events
collected using a high-ET electron trigger. In the following,
we first describe the trigger system that an event must pass
to enter this data sample, followed by a description of the
electron and tau identification, and finally the event selec-
tion and mass reconstruction made at the analysis level.
A. Trigger
A three-level trigger system was used to select events for
data storage [27] and the energy-dependent efficiency of-5
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these triggers has been measured [28]. At level 1 (L1), the
trigger requires at least one trigger tower with ET > 8 GeV
in the CEM and the efficiency was measured to be 100% at
the 103 level. At level 2 (L2), the trigger requires one
calorimeter cluster with ET > 16 GeV and the ratio of
hadronic energy to electromagnetic energy (EHAD=EEM)
to be less than 0.125. This cluster must be close in azimu-
thal angle to a track reconstructed in the trigger with pT >
12 GeV=c. The triggered sample contains 128 761 events.
The efficiency of the L2 trigger for a good quality electron
with ET > 20 GeV is 91% 2%, measured from a Z!
ee control sample. Signal events would pass this trigger
approximately 20% of the time.
B. Electron identification
To improve the purity of the data, further cuts (listed in
Table I) are made on the candidate electron. These cuts are
described in more detail in [29]; we briefly summarize
them here. We use Z! ee control samples to quantify
the degree of agreement between the simulation and the
data.
A candidate electron is first identified as a calorimeter
cluster in the CEM. An electron cluster in the calorimeter
is formed by merging seed towers (required to have ET >
3 GeV) with neighboring towers in  (ET > 0:1 GeV re-
quired). To be called an EM cluster, ET > 5 GeV is re-
quired. Corrections are made to the energy of an EM
cluster to compensate for a variable response across each
tower, tower-to-tower gain variations and time-dependent
effects. A global correction to the energy scale is also
imposed [30]. These corrections are typically at the level
of a few percent.
We require an electron candidate to have a CTC track
pointing to an EM cluster. The highest pT track pointing to
the cluster is the ‘‘electron track,’’ and is required to satisfy
pT > 13 GeV=c. The measured direction of the track mo-
mentum sets the direction of the electron candidate.
We require that the ratio of the energy deposited in the
EM calorimeter to the momentum of the electron track isTABLE I. Cuts made off-line to select the data sample used for
the search. The electron identification variables are defined in
Sec. IV B.
ET > 20 GeV
pT > 13 GeV=c
E=p < 1:5
Lshr < 0:2
EHAD=EEM < 0:05
jxj< 1:5 cm
jzj< 3:0 cm
2strip < 10:0
jzVTX  zej< 5:0 cm
jzVTXj< 60:0 cm
Conversion rejection
Fiducial cuts on the electron
072004not too large (E=p< 1:5). Also, the lateral profile of the
EM shower left by the electron tau candidate is required to
be consistent with electron shower profiles as measured in
test-beam data (Lshr < 0:2). The ratio of energy measured
in the CHA to energy measured in the CEM (EHAD=EEM) is
expected to be small for an electron from a tau decay; we
require EHAD=EEM < 0:05. In addition, the electron track
projected to the plane of the CES must be close to a CES
shower position: jxj< 1:5 cm and jzj< 3:0 cm. This
reduces the background from charged pions produced in
the neighborhood of neutral pions. We also confirm that the
profile of the pulse heights produced by the electron
shower across CES strips is consistent with electron test-
beam data: 2strip < 10:0. The electron track is required to
be consistent with a vertex that lies within 60 cm of the
nominal collision point. Standard CDF fiducial cuts are
made on the electron to ensure that the particle arrived at an
instrumented region of the calorimeter with good response.
We reject electron candidates which are consistent with
having originated from a photon that converted to an
electron-positron pair in the detector by removing candi-
dates that leave a low-occupancy track in the VTX or that
have a nearby opposite-sign track. The opposite-sign track
must be within 90 in , separated in r from the
electron track by no more than 0.3 cm measured at the
point where the tracks are parallel, satisfying jcotj<
0:06 where cot is the difference between the values of
cot for the two tracks. The electron tau candidate must be
isolated in the calorimeter and in the tracking system. In
the calorimeter, we use the standard CDF isolation variable
defined by
Riso  E
cone  Ecluster
Ecluster
(1)
where Econe is the energy deposited in the calorimeter in a
cone of R  2  2p  0:4 around the electron
tau candidate and Ecluster is the energy of the EM cluster.
We require Riso < 0:1. We define Niso to be the number of
tracks with pT > 1 GeV=c within R< 0:524 of the EM
cluster. This cone size is 30, chosen to be the same as the
outer radius of the isolation annulus used for identifying
hadronic taus, described below. A track must originate
within 5 cm of the electron track along the beam line to
be counted in the isolation cone. We require that Niso  0.
We require at least one EM cluster in the event with
ET > 20 GeV passing the electron identification require-
ments just described. We refer to this as the electron tau
(e) candidate. If there is more than one e candidate in the
event, we select the candidate with highest ET .
We correct for inadequacies in simulation of electron
identification variables by applying a scale factor of
0:869 0:016. The scale factor was determined using
Z=
 ! ee events and we have determined that is not pT
dependent.
Since the vertex position affects the acceptance, we
reweight the events to force agreement between the distri--6
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bution of primary vertex positions from the simulation and
that measured from the run 1b data sample.
C. Hadronic tau identification
For taus coming from Higgs boson decays, the hadronic
tau decay products will be collimated, with an angular
deviation from the direction of the tau parent of no more
than  & m=E which is 10 for a typical E 
10 GeV. In nearly all cases, tau decay products will in-
clude 1 or 3 charged tracks and  2 neutral pions, each
decaying to two photons (all other decay modes have
branching fractions of less than half of a percent).
The cuts used to select a hadronic tau are listed in
Table II. The h identification cuts used here are based
on those outlined in [31]. The main differences are noted in
what follows. The search for a h begins with identifying a
stiff track associated with a jet cluster. We require a track
with pT > 10 GeV=c within R< 0:4 of a jet cluster with
ET > 10 GeV. The calorimeter cluster size is R  0:4.
The track with the highest pT satisfying this requirement is
called the tau seed. The ET cut is approximately 75%
efficient for signal. The pT cut is approximately 65%
efficient for signal while rejecting 80% of QCD jets (after
the ET cut has already been imposed).
We make stringent fiducial requirements on the tau seed
to ensure that the tau candidate’s energy is well measured.
The track must be fully contained in the CTC and must
pass additional fiducial cuts similar to those imposed on the
electron candidate to ensure that it is not incident on an
uninstrumented portion of the calorimeter. Also, to sup-
press fake track contamination, we require 0.5 GeV in the
tower to which the track points. The seed track also must be
within 5 cm of the same primary vertex (jzVTX  zh j<
5:0 cm) as the electron track.
In the neighborhood of the tau seed, two isolation re-
gions are considered separately with different requirements
made in each region: the R< 0:175 cone and the 0:175<
R< 0:524 annulus. In either isolation region, a track is a
shoulder track if it is a good quality track with pT >TABLE II. Cuts made off-line for tau identification. These
variables are defined in Sec. IV C.
ET > 10 GeV ( jet)
pT > 10 GeV=c (track)
Ntrkscone  1 or 3
Ntrksann  0
Fiducial requirements
jzVTX  zh j< 5:0 cmjzh j< 60:0 cm
NCEScone < 3
NCESann  0
m < 2:0 GeV=c
2
 > 0:15
I < 0:1 and I < 0:1
0720041 GeV=c. The seed track is included in the track counting
in the R< 0:175 cone.
For a true hadronically decaying tau, the number of
tracks in the R< 0:175 cone (Ntrkscone) is usually 1 or 3,
so we require Ntrkscone < 4. We additionally require the sum
of the charges of the tracks in the cone to be 1, and
opposite to the charge of the electron. We expect the
number of tracks in the annulus 0:175<R< 0:524 around
the tau seed (Ntrksann ) to vanish in signal events, so we require
Ntrksann  0. These tracking isolation cuts retain approxi-
mately 80% of signal events and reject 70%–80% of
QCD jets.
The CES clustering algorithm used is the same as the
one used in previous CDF analyses [31], with some mod-
ifications that improve tau purity and fake rejection. In
particular, CES clusters were formed at a larger distance in
r from the seed track so that this information may be
used for fake rejection. Also, a 2 requirement that was
used in previous CDF analyses to ensure the consistency of
the CES cluster profile with electron test-beam data was
removed here to improve efficiency without a significant
sacrifice in purity.
The algorithm forms CES clusters in the R< 0:6 cone
around the seed track by taking the highest energy strips
(wires) in each calorimeter tower, in descending order,
calling them seeds, and merging them with their nearest
neighbors to form clusters 4 strips (6 wires) wide. To be a
seed for a cluster, a strip (wire) must show a pulse height
that surpasses 0.4 (0.5) GeV. The cluster position is defined
as the position of the center strip or wire in the cluster.
Pulse heights from strips and wires were corrected for -
and -dependent effects, measured from test-beam data.
The energy of a CES cluster in a tower is the CEM energy
of that tower, weighted by the energy deposited in the CES
by that cluster compared to the energy deposited by all
CES clusters in the tower. The predicted response in the
CEM for a charged pion is subtracted from the energy in
the tower impacted by the seed track. Wire clusters in the
r view are matched with strip clusters in the z view
with similar energies and merged into new clusters. The
cluster position must not be consistent with coming from
the seed track. It is rejected if jseedd  clusterd j< 0:03 and
either jseed clusterj< 0:01 or jtower center clusterj<
0:01 (the latter requirement is because the cluster position
is assigned to the center of the tower in  when no wire
information is available).
A CES cluster must satisfy ET > 1 GeV to be counted as
a shoulder cluster in either of the isolation regions. We call
the number of CES clusters found in the isolation cone
(annulus) NCEScone (NCESann ) and require NCEScone < 3 and NCESann 
0. In addition, the CES cluster energies in the cone mea-
sured as 3-component vectors are combined with the mea-
sured momenta of the tracks to compute a tau mass,m. We
require m < 2:0 GeV=c2. The cuts on NCEScone, NCESann and m
give a combined efficiency for a signal of approximately-7
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95%. These three cuts additionally reject 30%–50% of
QCD jets.
As described above, a tau candidate is found to be
isolated through a measurement of track and CES cluster
multiplicities in the neighborhood of a seed track. We
compare the isolation variables among Z! ee, Z! 
and Z!  simulation MC samples, and in Z! ee and
Z!  data control samples. In the Z! ee and Z!
 samples, both lepton candidates in the event mimic the
tau seed in this analysis. We find good agreement between
data and simulation, and between electron and muon
samples, in the efficiencies of the isolation cuts. The iso-
lation efficiencies from the simulated Z!  MC sample
also agree with the data samples in the annulus around the
tau seed (where no particles from tau decays are expected).
To reduce the impact of Z=
 ! ee background on the
sensitivity, we require  > 0:15 where   EHADT =pT
[32]. Here, EHADT is the hadronic energy of the tau jet
cluster and pT is the sum of the pT of all tracks with
pT > 1 GeV=c within the cone R< 0:175 centered on
the jet direction.
Since the decay products of a hadronically decaying tau
are highly collimated, a tau is expected to leave a narrow
cluster of energy in the calorimeter. We cut on the 
and   moments of the jet cluster associated with the
hadronic tau candidate which are defined as follows:
I 
P
i
ET
i  i 02
P
ET
i ; (2)
I 
P
i
ET
i  i  02
P
ET
i : (3)
The sum is over calorimeter towers in the jet cluster, and
0 and 0 are the ET weighted center of the jet in the Visible E 
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FIG. 4. Efficiencies of the tau identification cuts applied to
hadronic taus from Z!  events.
072004and  directions. We require I < 0:1 and I < 0:1.
These two cuts together reject approximately 30%–45% of
QCD jets.
Figure 4 shows the efficiency of the hadronic tau iden-
tification cuts from the simulation. We bin the efficiencies
according to the visible transverse energy (ET) from the tau
at the generator level. The total efficiency plateaus near
55% for ET * 35 GeV. For fiducial hadronic taus with
ET > 10 GeV from Z decays, the average efficiency of
the tau identification cuts is 40%. A!  events at mA 
100 GeV and tan  50 are also 40% efficient.
D. Additional requirements
We make further cuts on the data sample to increase
purity and further reject background. We require at most
one recoil jet with ET > 15 GeV in the event. For further
suppression of Z! ee background, we reject any event
with two electrons or one electron and one track that have a
reconstructed invariant mass Mee between 70 and
110 GeV=c2, which removes 99% of Z! ee events while
retaining 90% of signal events. We require a separation of
the tau candidates in the transverse plane, > 1:5,
where  is the azimuthal angle between e and h.
This is nearly 100% efficient for signal rejecting 20% of
nontau backgrounds as measured from a background-
dominated data sample.
To take advantage of the mass reconstruction technique,
we divide the events into back-to-back and non-back-to-
back samples. The full invariant mass of the di-tau system
can be estimated only when the tau candidates are not
back-to-back, as explained in more detail in Sec. IV E.
The tau candidates are called back-to-back when sin<
0:3, where  is the azimuthal angle between e and h.
Note that sin is the determinant of the system of
equations which determine the di-tau mass, so when
sin  0, the solution is not unique.
The missing transverse energy in the event, denoted ~E6 T ,
is the opposite of the vector sum of the measured transverse
energies of the event. For the non-back-to-back events, we
use the magnitude and direction of ~E6 T to derive the di-tau
mass. First, we define corrected E6 T in the following way:
~E6 corrT  
X
towers
~ET
i  X
muons
~pT
j   ~ETele 
X
jets
 ~ET
i: (4)
The first term on the right side of the equation is a sum of
the transverse component of the energy deposited for the
calorimeter towers. The remaining terms improve the reso-
lution by accounting for the momentum carried away by
muons, energy corrections applied to the electron candi-
date, and jet energy corrections.
It is only necessary for the simulation to correctly model
~E6 Tcorr well in the region pA;h;ZT > 15 GeV=c, since that is
where the mass reconstruction is utilized. We confirm that
the ~E6 Tcorr variable from the data is well modeled by the-8
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simulation using a sample of Z! ee events with pZT >
15 GeV=c.
E. Di-tau mass reconstruction
Signal events contain neutrinos that escape CDF unde-
tected. At hadron colliders, the resulting energy imbalance
may only be determined in the transverse plane because the
z component of the total momentum of the interaction is
unknown.
Nonetheless, the energy of the neutrinos from each tau
decay, and thus the full mass of the di-tau system, may be
deduced if (i) the tau candidates are not back-to-back in the
transverse plane and (ii) the neutrino directions are as-
sumed to be the same as their parent taus [23,33–35].
The contributions to the total missing energy from the
leptonic and hadronic decays, denoted E6 l and E6 h, are the
solution to a system of two equations and two unknowns:
E6 l sinl cosl  E6 h sinh cosh  E6 measx; (5)
E6 l sinl sinl  E6 h sinh sinh  E6 measy: (6)
Here, E6 meas is the missing energy measured for the event
and l;h are the polar angles of the taus and l;h are the
azimuthal angles of the taus. The tau candidate directions
are measured from the visible decay products.
The reason for the first of the two criteria for the mass
technique outlined above is that when the tau candidates
are back-to-back in the transverse plane, the reconstructed
mass is not a good separating variable because there are
many high mass solutions.
Some events may give negative solutions for E6 l and E6 h.
We require E6 l;h > 0 for the non-back-to-back events,
which reduces non-di-tau backgrounds in this region.
Figure 5 shows E6 l from a background-dominated sample
of the data compared to simulated A0=h0 !  events. The
analogous distributions for E6 h are similar. The E6 l;h > 0 (GeV)
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FIG. 5. E6 l from simulated A0=h0 !  events compared to a
background-dominated data sample.
072004requirement is 55%–60% efficient for signal, increasing
with mass, while reducing non-di-tau background by ap-
proximately a factor of 10. When the di-tau mass is recon-
structed as described next, this cut also improves the mass
resolution.
We calculate the total reconstructed mass of the di-tau
system using
m2  m2Z=h  pl  ph2
 2m2  2E6 l  Evisl E6 h  Evish 1 cos ; (7)
where pl and ph are the 4-momenta of each tau, and El and
Eh represent the total energy of each tau. Evisl and Evish
represent the energy left by their visible decay products.
The  is the 3-dimensional angle between the two taus.
The missing energies E6 l and E6 h are the solutions to Eqs. (5)
and (6).
Figure 6 shows the di-tau mass distribution recon-
structed from signal events for the parameter point mA0 
100 GeV=c2 and tan  50, for which the A0 or h0 parti- (GeV)corr
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FIG. 7. Corrected missing energy as measured from a Z! ee
data control sample, only for events where pZT > 15 GeV=c.
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TABLE III. A summary of the cuts imposed and the number of
events remaining in the data sample after each successive cut.
Cut No. events
Triggered Events 128 761
Electron ID and Niso  0 58 534
Z rejection 50 943
Njets < 3 50 415
Fiducial jet 9 097
Jet ET > 10 GeV=c2 6 478
 1 tau seed 1 265
> 1:5 1 117
sin< 0:3 sin> 0:3
sin 510 607
No. tracks 189 146
Electron reject 98 93
m < 2 GeV=c
2 93 84
No. CES 80 72
Jet width 64 54
jQj  1 48 39
Opposite sign 39 28
E6 l > 0, E6 h > 0 8
D. ACOSTA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 72, 072004 (2005)cle has an inherent width of 5:7 GeV=c2. The contribution
from the calorimeter resolution may be qualitatively seen
from Fig. 7, since Z! ee events would have a small E6 T .TABLE IV. Efficiency of each cut imposed on Z!  and
A0  h0 !  simulated events. Back-to-back and non-back-to-
back events are denoted as sin< 0:3 and sin> 0:3,
respectively.
Cut Efficiency (%)
Z!  A0  h0 ! 
BR! e 32.5 32.5
jej< 1:2 19.8 26.5
Electron ID and Niso  0 35.6 37.5
L2 trigger 90.8 91.0
Z rejection 93.3 90.3
Njets < 3 97.7 96.4
Fiducial jet 35.3 40.6
Jet ET > 10 GeV 89.4 90.3
 1 tau seed 64.0 65.1
> 1:5 100.0 100.0
sin< 0:3 sin> 0:3
sin 84.1 15.9 80.7 19.4
No. tracks 84.3 85.9 82.3 83.0
Electron reject 95.5 96.0 95.2 95.0
m < 2 GeV 98.5 98.6 98.5 98.4
No. CES 97.0 96.6 96.9 97.7
Jet width 92.2 92.5 92.7 92.0
jQj  1 93.1 92.9 92.7 92.8
Opposite sign 99.8 100.0 99.8 100.0
E6 l > 0, E6 h > 0 56.8 58.0
072004The remaining contribution to the width of the di-tau mass
distribution comes from the approximations that are
needed to implement the technique, listed above.
Table III summarizes the cuts that we impose and the
number of events remaining in the sample after each cut.
Table IV summarizes the efficiency of each cut on the Z!
 and A0  h0 !  simulated events.V. BACKGROUNDS
The backgrounds can be classified into two categories:
physics and instrumental backgrounds. The former in-
cludes Z!  and Z=
 ! ee. The latter falls into three
categories: events containing a conversion pair and a recoil
jet, W! e  jets events and events containing a jet that
fakes an electron. All of these contain a fake hadronic tau.
We model signal and physics backgrounds using PYTHIA
Monte Carlo and the CDF detector simulation [20].
We estimate the rate of all fake tau contributions com-
bined instead of estimating each source of fakes separately.
This way, we do not rely on the modeling of jets, nor on
limited control samples for each separate background. We
estimate the number of fakes expected to pass all of the
cuts using the fake rate technique described next.
We use five different control samples from CDF data to
measure the rate at which a jet fakes a hadronic tau by
passing the tau identification cuts for this analysis. They
are (i) a sample dominated by events where a photon
produced an electron pair, (ii) a sample dominated byW!
e  jets, (iii) another dominated by W!   jets
and two samples of events collected using inclusive trig-
gers with a jet satisfying (iv) ET > 20 GeV and (v) ET >
50 GeV. The first three are classified as lepton samples and
the latter two are jet samples.
A fake rate is defined as the probability that a jet passes
the hadronic tau identification requirements as described in
Sec. IV C. For all data control samples, we measure the
fake rates in bins defined by the ET of the jet associated
with the tau candidate. Figure 8 shows the fake rates
measured from all three lepton samples combined and
from both jet samples combined. We measure fake rates
less than about 1% from the jet samples, which are as good
as in previous tau analyses [32]. We find that the fake rates
measured from the lepton samples are approximately a
factor of 2 higher than from the jet samples. Two of the
lepton samples are dominated by W  jets events where
the recoil jet comes from a quark; quark jets are narrower,
have lower multiplicity and are thus more likely to pass the
tau identification cuts [36]. Still, the reason for this differ-
ence is not definitively understood. Since the analysis is
performed in a lepton sample, we use the fake rates mea-
sured from the lepton samples as the central value and the
difference between the rates from the two different types of
samples as a systematic uncertainty. The histogram in
Fig. 8 shows the ET distribution of jets in the data sample
just before tau identification cuts are applied. The fake-10
TABLE V. Summary of systematic uncertainties on the count-
ing experiment for the final cuts. Here we refer to Higgs boson
events corresponding to the parameter space point mA0 
100 GeV, tan  50. All systematic uncertainties are quoted
as a percentage of the total number of events observed after all
cuts are applied. Z! ee is not included in the table because it is
based on a low number of MC events. The errors attributed to the
rate of fake taus are not both Gaussian, and are therefore not
added in quadrature. See the text.
A0=h0 !  Z!  Fakes
Systematic uncertainty (%) (%) (%)
Luminosity 4.1 4.1   
Cross section 0.5 1.7   
Electron ID 1.8 1.8   
Sample dependence of fake rates       57.1
Opposite sign       14.7
Jet width 3.9 3.9   
Jet energy scale 1.0 1.2   
Trigger efficiency 1.6 1.7   
Electron rejection 2.2 2.2   
Total error (%) 6.7 7.0
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FIG. 8 (color online). Hadronic tau fake rates as measured in
the lepton control samples compared with that measured in the
jet control samples.
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of fake tau background.
We find that fake taus from the W  jets samples are
opposite sign from the lepton in the event 67:1 3:0% of
the time. This is due to a correlation between theW and the
recoiling quark. The isolation cut enhances this correlation
due to charge conservation. In the conversion sample, the
opposite-sign requirement is consistent with being 50%
efficient. We take the central value of the efficiency for
the opposite-sign cut to be the average of the two [67:1
50=2  58:6%] and equally likely to be anywhere be-
tween 50.0% and 67.1%.
To estimate the number of fake taus expected to pass all
of the cuts, we use the data sample with the following cuts
removed: (i) tau ID cuts, (ii) the opposite-sign requirement
and (iii) E6 1;2 > 0. Then, we fold in the measured fake
rates with the ET spectrum of jets. There are 6478 events
that pass these cuts and which contain at least one jet
passing the fiducial cuts. We apply our measured fake rates
to 6972 jets from these events. For each jet, we give it a
weight equal to the fake rate measured for its ET . We
expect 21:0 12:1 back-to-back and 29:8 16:8 non-
back-to-back for a total of 50:8 29:0 fakes before the
remaining cuts are applied.
We apply two final cuts to improve the purity of the
sample. We apply the opposite-sign requirement, taking
the efficiency to be 58.6%. Including the systematic error
from this cut, we expect 10:5 6:0 back-to-back and
14:9 8:5 non-back-to-back events at this stage. The final
cut is the E6 1;2 > 0 cut applied to the non-back-to-back
events only. This is measured from the same background-
dominated sample, subtracting out Z!  and Z! ee
contamination. We find that this cut removes 89.0% of the
fake tau background. This brings the number of predicted072004non-back-to-back events with a fake tau to 1.6. Added to
the back-to-back events, we expect 1:6 10:5  12:1
events containing a fake hadronic tau to pass the analysis
cuts. At each stage of this estimation, we account for the
10%-level Z!  and Z! ee contamination of the
background-dominated sample.VI. SUMMARY OF SYSTEMATIC
UNCERTAINTIES
In Table V, we summarize the systematics on the back-
grounds and signal. Z! ee is not included in the table
because the expected rate is based on a low number of
background events. We expect 0:6 0:3 Z! ee events in
the counting experiment. The systematics on the fake tau
background are described in Sec. V.
The error on the run 1b luminosity at CDF is 4.1% [37].
The systematic error on the electron identification cuts is
1.8%, as noted in Sec. IV. This error comes from the
limited size of the Z! ee sample used for comparing
the simulation with data. The systematic error due to the
modeling of the trigger efficiency is obtained by moving
the parameters in the energy and -dependent efficiency
by 1 standard deviation in each direction and measuring the
effect on the total efficiency of all cuts. This systematic is
1.6% (1.7%) for A0=h0 !  (Z! ).
The one systematic uncertainty on the yield of signal
events that varies significantly with the mass of the Higgs
boson is the uncertainty on the cross section due to the low
Q2
p
tail. Here are the systematic uncertainties due to this
effect for each parameter space point considered in this
note: mA0  100 GeV=c2, tan  50, 0.5%; mA0 
110 GeV=c2, tan  50, 2.5%; mA0  120 GeV=c2,-11
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FIG. 9 (color online). Track multiplicity distribution for the
counting experiment, but without the jQj  1, opposite-sign and
Ntrkscone < 4 requirements.
TABLE VI. Number of each background type expected, in the
track multiplicity plot and after subsequent cuts are imposed,
compared with the number observed.
Z!  Z! ee Fake taus Total Observed
All cuts but jQj  1,
opposite sign 46.1 0.56 31.5 78.2 81
jQj  1,
No. tracks <4 42.4 0.56 20.2 63.1 61
Opposite sign 42.4 0.56 11.8 54.8 47
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tan  50, 3.5%; mA0  140 GeV=c2, tan  50, 7.2%;
mA0  140 GeV=c2, tan  80, 21.3%. The systematic
uncertainty on the Z production cross section is 1.7% based
on the CDF measurement [38].
By studying isolated pions, we have shown that the
detector simulation overestimates the width of jets from
charged pions, and thus underestimates the efficiency of
the cut on jet width on the hadronic tau candidates.
Therefore, we take the efficiency for that cut to be the
average of the simulated efficiency and 100%, which is
100:0 92:2=2  96:1%. The systematic error on this
cut is half the difference between the efficiency from
simulation and 100%, which is 100:0–92:2=2  3:9%.
The electron rejection cut applied to the hadronic tau
candidate is not modeled sufficiently for hadronic decays.
The same study of isolated pions previously mentioned
showed that the hadronic energy deposited by charged
pions is underestimated by the simulation, so that the
efficiency of this cut is underestimated. We take the effi-
ciency to be the average of the efficiency from simulation
for hadronic taus and 100%, which is 100:0 95:5=2 
97:8%. The systematic error on this cut is half the differ-
ence between the simulated efficiency and 100%, which is
100:0–95:5=2  2:2%. We obtain the jet energy scale
systematic by varying the energies of all of the jets (except
those identified as electrons) up and down by 5%. The
resulting systematic error is 1.0% (1.2%) for A0=h0 ! 
(Z! ). There is a systematic uncertainty attributed to
the tau fake rates since we measured different rates in
lepton and jet samples. We set this systematic uncertainty
to the difference between the fake rates measured in the
two types of samples; it is the dominant systematic error at
57.1%.
VII. RESULTS
We set limits on direct A0=h0 production in the MSSM
based on a counting experiment using events from both the
back-to-back and non-back-to-back samples. Then we
show the limits achieved from a binned likelihood fit to
the di-tau mass distribution from the non-back-to-back
events alone. Our nominal limits come from the counting
experiment utilizing both back-to-back and non-back-to-
back events.
A. All events
We plot the track multiplicity of the tau candidates after
imposing all of the analysis cuts except the following cuts:
(i) jPQij  1, (ii) Ntrkscone < 4 and (iii) the opposite-sign
requirement. Figure 9 shows the number of tracks in the
0.175 cone around the tau seed in the hadronic tau candi-
date in the event. We expect 78.2 events to appear in this
plot and we observe 81. Table VI lists the number of events
expected of each background type. The data and the pre-
diction show good agreement at each stage. Of the 47 final072004observed events, 35 are 1-track and 12 are 3-track. The
final three cuts reduce the fake background in these two
bins by nearly a factor of 2 compared to that shown in
Fig. 9 and leaves the Z!  background in those bins
virtually unchanged.
B. Non-back-to-back events
Figure 10 shows the track multiplicity distribution for
the non-back-to-back events only (since we will be per-
forming the di-tau mass reconstruction on these events).
These events have passed the El;h= > 0 requirement but the
jQj  1, opposite-sign, and Ntrkscone < 4 requirements have
not been imposed. We expect 9.2 events to appear in the
plot and we observe 15. The probability for the disagree-
ment between data and the prediction to be equal to or
more than what was observed is 3.2%. Table VII lists the
number of events expected of each background type in
Fig. 10 including non-back-to-back events only. We also
show the expectation compared to the observed after the
subsequent cuts are imposed. The final eight events contain
five 1-track events and three 3-track events.-12
TABLE VII. Number of each background type expected, in the
track multiplicity plot and after subsequent cuts are imposed,
compared with the number observed. Only non-back-to-back
events are included.
Z!  Z! ee Fake taus Total Observed
All cuts but jQj  1, 5
opposite sign 4.4 0.05 4.5 9.2 1
jQj  1,
No. tracks <4 4.1 0.05 3.0 7.1 13
Opposite sign 4.1 0.05 1.7 5.9 8
TABLE IX. 95% C.L. limits vs tan for mA0  140 GeV=c2.
All limits are quoted in pb. The efficiencies shown do not include
branching ratios. The first two columns are the mass of the Higgs
boson for each parameter point and the corresponding theoreti-
cally predicted   BR.
tan   BR Efficiency 95% C.L. 95% C.L.
pb % Experiment (pb) Observed (pb)
50 17.8 1.1 75.2 57.9
80 65.9 0.85 118 90
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FIG. 10 (color online). Track multiplicity distribution for the
non-back-to-back events with the E6 l;h > 0 requirement, but
without the Ntrkscone < 4, jQj  1 and opposite-sign requirements.
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The numbers of observed events do not show an excess
above the standard model expectation for background pro-
cesses. Therefore, we set a limit on the product of the cross
section and branching ratio of A0=h0 !  (  BR) at
95% confidence level. We take the branching ratio to be
9% for all parameter space points considered. We use a
Bayesian method with a flat prior based on a likelihood that
is smeared to account for systematic errors.
Table VIII shows the predicted and observed upper
limits on   BR for A0=h0 production in the MSSM as a
TABLE VIII. 95% CL limits vs mA0 for tan  50. The first
two columns are the mass of the Higgs boson for each parameter
point and the corresponding theoretically predicted   BR.
Mass   BR Efficiency 95% C.L. 95% C.L.
GeV=c2 pb % Experiment (pb) Observed (pb)
100 11.0 0.78 102 77.9
110 5.8 0.91 87.4 67.2
120 4.0 0.97 82.3 63.0
140 1.6 1.1 75.2 57.9
072004function of mA0 at tan  50. For mA0  100 GeV=c2,
tan  50 in the MSSM, the expected limit is 23.4 signal
events, corresponding to 102 pb. Since we observed
slightly fewer events than we expected, the observed limits
are better than our expected limits. The observed limit is
77.9 pb. The limits on the   BR improve with increasing
mass since the efficiency improves, but we are less sensi-
tive to the MSSM theory at higher mass due to the steeply
falling predicted cross section.
The cross section for producing A0=h0 in the MSSM
scales with tan2. The sensitivity does not improve by
that same factor, however, because the Higgs boson width
scales as tan2, and the tail at low sp also becomes more
prominent with increasing tan, increasing the systematic
error due to the uncertainty in the cross section in this
region. At mA0  140 GeV=c2 and tan  80, the uncer-
tainty on the efficiency of the selection of Higgs boson
events due to this low mass tail is 20%, compared to 7.2%
at mA0  140 GeV=c2, tan  50. Also, both effects
bring down the efficiency at higher tan: at mA0 
140 GeV=c2 and tan  80, the efficiency is similar to
the efficiency at a lower mass point: mA0  110 GeV=c2,
tan  50. Table IX shows the limits for two different
values of tan for mA0  140 GeV=c2. These limits are
also summarized in Fig. 11.
In the non-back-to-back region, after all cuts are applied,
we expect 5.9 events and observe 8. Figure 12 shows the di-Mass (GeV)
90 100 110 120 130 140 150
0
200
400
 = 80 β tan
 = 50 β tan
FIG. 11. Summary of limits achieved in this analysis on the
cross section for directly produced Higgs bosons for each
parameter space point considered.
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FIG. 12 (color online). Di-tau mass reconstruction for events
in the non-back-to-back region. It is compared with the back-
ground prediction, shown for fake tau backgrounds and then the
Z!  background added to it. The negligible contribution
from Z! ee is not shown.
TABLE XI. 95% C.L. limits vs tan for mA0  140 GeV=c2,
using the binned likelihood. All limits are quoted in pb. The
efficiencies shown do not include branching ratios. The first two
columns are the mass of the Higgs boson for each parameter
point and the corresponding theoretically predicted   BR.
tan   BR Efficiency 95% C.L. 95% C.L.
pb (%) Experiment (pb) Observed (pb)
50 1.6 0.12 158 309
80 5.9 0.09 274 533
D. ACOSTA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 72, 072004 (2005)tau mass distribution for these 8 events compared with the
expectation. In this region, limits are obtained by fitting the
mass distribution using a binned likelihood, with 14 bins
between 60 and 200 GeV=c2 in the di-tau mass.
Table X shows the upper limits on the MSSM   BR
obtained from the binned likelihood for four different
values of mA0 for tan  50. At mA0  100 GeV=c2,
where the Higgs boson mass is nearly on top of the Z
mass, the mass reconstruction is less effective than at
higher masses, so the expected limit from the binned like-
lihood in the non-back-to-back region is approximately
2.4 times worse than the expected limit from the counting
experiment without the non-back-to-back requirement. At
mA0  140 GeV=c2, which is approximately 2 rms away
from the Z in the di-tau mass variable, the expected limit
from the binned likelihood using the non-back-to-back
events is 2.1 times worse than the counting experiment
limit, showing a modest improvement, but still not coming
close to the expected limit from the counting experiment.
With more data collected in run 2, the power of the di-tau
mass reconstruction technique will improve. Table XI
shows the upper limits obtained from the binned likelihood
for two different values of tan.TABLE X. 95% C.L. limits vs mA0 for tan  50, using the
binned likelihood. The first two columns are the mass of the
Higgs boson for each parameter point and the corresponding
theoretically predicted   BR.
Mass   BR Efficiency 95% C.L. 95% C.L.
GeV=c2 pb % Experiment (pb) Observed (pb)
100 11.0 0.093 247 395
110 5.8 0.10 218 379
120 4.0 0.105 199 363
140 1.6 0.12 158 309
072004VIII. CONCLUSIONS
We have performed a search for directly produced Higgs
bosons decaying to two taus where one tau decays to an
electron and the other hadronically in run 1b data at CDF.
This is the first Higgs boson search based on the di-tau final
state at a hadron collider. The number of events that pass all
of the cuts is consistent with the background expectation.
This agreement between data and background demon-
strates our capability to reconstruct Z!  final states,
the irreducible background for this analysis. At a bench-
mark parameter space point, mA0  100 GeV=c2 and
tan  50, we are sensitive to a   BR of 102 pb com-
pared to the 11.0 pb predicted in the MSSM. The observed
limit at this parameter space point is 77.9 pb.
A di-tau mass reconstruction is performed for tau can-
didate pairs which are not back-to-back, for the first time
with hadron collider data. The modest sensitivity that one
gains from a limit binned in mass is not nearly enough to
make up for the hit in efficiency taken when only non-
back-to-back events are considered. AtmA0 100GeV=c2,
the binned mass limit at tan  50 from non-back-to-back
events alone is 395 pb. AtmA0  140 GeV=c2, tan  50,
the binned mass limit is 309 pb, showing a modest im-
provement as the Higgs boson mass is moved away from
the Z mass.
While this search does not have the sensitivity to the
standard model Higgs boson of prior searches using decays
to pairs of b quarks, it lays the groundwork for a similar
analysis to be performed by future experiments. The di-tau
mass reconstruction technique demonstrated here may also
be useful for searches for other processes where a Higgs
boson is produced with a recoil, such as Hb or Hb b.
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